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This fall marks the beginning of Lawrence University’s partner-ship with Enterprise CarShare. The program has been imple-mented in an attempt to facilitate convenient transportation for stu-dents who may not be able or do not want to bring cars to campus. Quite a bit of discussion has occurred regarding how to han-dle the expanding population of Lawrence and the transportation issues that accompany expanding student populations and increas-ing numbers of drivers.  Some of these issues include students being able to conveniently get to off-campus employment as well as being able to explore the Appleton and greater Fox Cities area. While cars can be very con-venient to those who wish to be able to break out of what some refer to as “the Lawrence bubble,” others believe that having a large amount of cars on campus is nei-ther spatially nor environmentally sustainable. “We don’t need more cars on campus. We need conve-nient and affordable transporta-tion options,” says Campus Center Director Greg Griffin.While Lawrence wishes to engender a symbiotic relationship between the university and the surrounding area, transportation has been a major roadblock in this relationship. The CarShare pro-gram is meant to be a solution to this problem. After researching hourly car 
rental services and presentations were given by different repre-sentatives, it was decided that the partnership with Enterprise would be a good fit. Funds were committed by LUCC and the Dean of Students Office to support the program until it is fully estab-lished. The Enterprise CarShare program is present at over 75 colleges and universities across the country. A few nearby exam-ples include members such as Carleton, Beloit, River Falls, and St. Olaf. The program is open to all qualified Lawrence students ages 18 and up. To become part of the program, students must pay the $35 annual membership fee as well as the hourly, daily, or over-night rates.So far there are 54 students registered for the program, and quite a bit of interest has been expressed in the first weeks. Those in charge of the program are optimistic that a special reg-istration fee of $10 until October 1st will help to draw in further interest.When asked if having the new program on campus has affected their travelling, students gave mixed responses. According to Austin Wellner ‘16, a student who already has his car on cam-pus, he sees how the program could be potentially useful, though it’s already too late for him to consider using it. Many students were in a similar situation, but the administration is hoping that this will help curb the number of stu-dent cars as the program becomes more established.
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Richard Warch, Lawrence’s 14th president, recently passed away after a long battle with can-cer, leaving behind a distinguished legacy at the university.According to the official press release from Lawrence, Warch’s 25-year term as president made him the university’s second-longest serving president after Samuel Plantz, who served for 30 years. Over 20,000 of Lawrence’s living alumni were at the univer-sity when it was under President Warch.Warch, whose most famous phrase is, “Your business here is to learn,” was a beloved fig-ure. Even for students who never knew Warch, his famed efforts to 
integrate himself into the every-day happenings of campus are still talked about today.“Rik Warch’s tenure as president was the golden age at Lawrence,” said Fred Sturm, the Kimberly-Clark Professor of Music and Director of Jazz Studies. “I recently remarked to a friend that Rik could slum comfortably with those of us at the bottom of the university chain, spar with the intellectual heavies at the top, and connect with everyone in between—with genuine interest, compassion, loyalty, and rare wit.” Even for students who only know the name Warch as the name of the campus cen-ter, Warch’s legacy on campus includes the construction of six new campus buildings and major renovations of over four build-ings. Additionally, Warch made a number of changes to the curricu-lum during his time here. While 
Freshman Studies is traditionally associated with Lawrence’s 10th president Nathan Pusey, the pro-gram was briefly dropped during the 1970s and was reinstituted by Warch. He also refined Lawrence’s liberal arts standards when he instituted stricter distribution requirements, which called for all students to take a broader range of classes and thereby embody the idea of “liberally-educated per-sons.” He also worked to establish a bridge between the previously very separate lives of students in the college and the conserva-tory by instituting a bachelor of arts in music. Warch may be most respected for his efforts to unite Lawrence with its northern cam-pus, Bjorklunden, which he rebuilt and renovated to make it the place Lawrentians know today.
On September 19, 2013, Mark Burstein, Lawrence’s 16th President gave his convocation speech, “Crossing the Threshold: Community as Curriculum.” In his first ever convocation, President Burstein discussed the universi-ty’s strengths, concerns and the community-focused curriculum that he hopes will serve as the university’s direction under his presidency.President Burstein discussed both his ideal of community and how that relates to Lawrence. For 
Burstein, the meaning of commu-nity has changed and become “a new understanding of commonal-ity, defined, in part, by a sense of shared purpose.” Burstein’s defi-nition transcends superficial char-acteristics, such as gender, race or place of origin. When he talked about Lawrence community, he pointed out that “we are a volun-tary community, formed more by active participation than common beliefs, geographies, or origins.” President Burstein discussed the importance of participation in Lawrence’s growth. Learning is transmitted in the classroom from faculty to students, and beyond classrooms in the Warch Campus Center, residence halls and the 
library. He said that the campus activities and community ser-vice opportunities also increase the understanding of ourselves, whether we are in the college or the conservatory. “This learning community is carefully tended by faculty, staff and nurtured by all Lawrentians,” he said. There are pedagogical differences and physical divisions at Lawrence, but “the shared sense of Lawrence is palpable.” As a cohesive learning com-munity, Burstein emphasized that Lawrence has strengths we’re proud of. But he made sure to 
President Burstein delivers the Matriculation Convocation, entitled “Cross the Threshold: Community as Curriculum.”
 Photo by Will Melnick
See page 2
A portrait of President Warch outside Sampson House during his tenure at Lawrence.
Photo provided by Lawrence UniversitySee page 2
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The rebuilding of 
Björklunden
Construction of 
Buchanan Kiewit 
Center, Wriston Art 
Center, Shattuck Hall 
of Music, Briggs Hall, 
Science Hall, Hiett Hall
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Alexander Gym, Main 
Hall, Youngchild Hall, 
and the Seeley G. 
Mudd Library
The strengthening of 
the endowment from 
$23 million to $182 
million
Warch earned the title 
of one of the top 100 
college presidents 
in the country in the 
Exxon Education 
Foundation’s study, 
“The Effective College 
President.”
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Lawrence University was recently awarded the Wellness in the Workplace award by the national organization WELCOA (the Wellness Council of America).Lawrence sent an exten-sive application to WELCOA to receive the award.  The applica-tion looked at goals and projects implemented during the 2011-12 academic year to improve the fac-ulty work environment. The Committee of Wellness and Recreation directed the application. The committee is co-chaired by Associate Director of Human Resources and Employee Wellness Coordinator Patty Leiker and Director of Wellness and Recreation Erin Buenzli. The committee also has staff, faculty and student representatives. 
The Gold Well Workplace Award given to Lawrence “rec-ognizes organizations developing comprehensive programs produc-ing results. These programs are a strategic and integral part of the business”. Much of the application revolved around the “Operating Plan”, which looks at the goals an organization wants to achieve during a 12-month period, how they will achieve them and the rationale behind them. The goals set by the Recreation and Wellness Committee were focused on communication and education strategies to promote wellness and wellness programs to offer faculty and staff. The Wellness and Recreation Committee collected data to help drive health efforts and target what kinds of programs the staff is looking for. This included a sur-vey given to staff and faculty on the culture of wellness as well as a health risk assessment that is 
given annually.At Lawrence some of the health efforts and programs for staff include the Employee Assistance Program, flu shots, the QPR (Question, Persuade, Refer) Suicide Prevention Program, Lunch and Learn meals, the implementation of a smoke-free campus, the on-campus massage program, events like the Wellness Fair and Walktober and activities like yoga and pilates“A lot of people appreciate the fact that they can do yoga and pilates and that we have this nice wellness center that was reno-vated a couple of years ago and all these new programs to stay healthy,” said Leiker. Buenzli agreed. “The ideas and services come from all parts of campus and we are pleased to offer these services,” she said.  According to Leiker, it is important to create a “well work-place” because employees spend so much of their day at work. 
Therefore, their happiness and health is inextricably tied to their place of employment. Having a healthy workplace also helps to keep down health care costs since Lawrence provides a health care plan. If the University spends less money on health insurance it can spend more on remodling, new buildings and new programs.Leiker made sure the Operating Plan followed the seven benchmarks that WELCOA uses to measure the success of an organi-zation. These include Capturing CEO Support, Creating Cohesive Wellness Teams, Collecting Data to Drive Health Efforts, Carefully Crafting and Operating Plan, Choosing Appropriate Interventions, Creating a Supportive Environment and Carefully Evaluating Outcomes.WELCOA is an organization that gives resources and informa-tion to organizations that are look-ing to create a happy and healthy environment for their workers. 
Lawrence has been a member of WELCOA since 2009 and decided to complete the application pro-cess in 2010.The Fox Cities have the potential of being announced a “Well City” in late October.  “Well cities means that at least 20 per-cent of the employees that work in that city are employed by a well workplace-- an organiza-tion that has gone through this process and received an award” Leiker said. On October 29 a cele-bration will be held in Lawrence’s Warch Campus Center where it will be formally announced if the Fox Cities has been successful in their efforts. As for Lawrence’s future, Leiker will be aiming for the Platinum award, which “repre-sents the pinnacle of results-ori-ented worksite wellness program-ming,” when they apply again in two years. 
University Receives Award for Employee Health Efforts 
Convocation
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Warch Activities Fair exhibits 
diversity of interests  
Laura Udelson 
Associate News Editor
______________________
the place Lawrentians know today. Warch decided to continue facilitating theuniversity’s evolu-tion from other posts even after his retirement from the presiden-cy in 2004. He was the chairper-son of the Bjorklunden Advisory Committee for several years, and he continued to speak at mile-stone reunions until his health prevented him from doing so in recent years. But, according to Mark Breseman ’78, the Associate Vice President of Alumni and Constituency Engagement, Warch made an effort to be involved with Lawrence even as his can-cer grew worse. As an example, Breseman highlighted what would be Warch’s final public appear-ance before his death: a speech given at a gala at Bjorklunden this past August.“Physically, he was beat down,” said Breseman. “I met with him a week before the talk, and I said, ‘Rik, you don’t need to do this.’ And he said, ‘No, I’ve been working on this speech all sum-mer, I’m going to do it.’ The day of the [talk] came. First, Rik ran the Bjorklunden Advisory Committee meeting in the afternoon, then 
went into his room to rest for an hour or so, and then came back and gave the talk. He wrote this talk just for this session. It was a twenty-minute talk on the importance and relevance of a lib-eral arts education today. When you’re thinking of all the [critics] and how the internet is chang-ing things and people are say-ing you don’t need a residential campus and we should forget the liberal arts, he wrote this fabulous speech on how it is relevant and is necessary and he delivered that speech without a hitch. Then he sat down and signed a bunch of his books. But to me, that story just encapsulates his passion for the liberal arts and Lawrence in general.”Breseman’s perspective on Warch was unique due to his expe-rience as a student at Lawrence during Warch’s time as the Vice President of Academic Affairs and Professor of History, as well as his time working with  Warch on the administrative level. When asked what campus could do to keep Warch’s memory alive, Breseman simply said, “The best way that current Lawrence students can honor Rik’s memory is to do embrace the liberal arts education and learn. Embrace learning as their business. Keep that phrase in mind.”
This past Friday, September 20th, if you wanted to find a Lawrentian, your best bet would have been in the Warch Campus Center on the second floor, where numerous students were buzz-ing around Lawrence’s annual Activities Fair. This fair took over the Esch/Hurvis rooms with tables manned by student leaders encouraging others to learn more about their organizations. According to junior Sarah Gunby, who was running the table for the pre-med focused AMSA chapter, this fair is meant for freshman “to really be able to visualize all of the different activi-ties at Lawrence, not just see them on a poster in residence halls.” Alongside the freshman see-ing all the organizations for the first time, there were also many upperclassmen running the tables and visiting tables, exploring more about everything Lawrence has to offer as well. As we all know 
now, there is plenty for all of us to explore.There were students lining up to be sorted into their respec-tive houses as a part of Lawrence University Magical Organization for Students (LUMOS), while oth-ers were equally excited to stop by the Habitat for Humanity table to get involved in the commu-nity outside of Lawrence. At the Habitat table, Matt Geleske ‘16 said, “As a part of Habitat, I feel the Activities Fair is an important event that helps raise awareness among students for certain issues, but it also helps them meet new people that share the same pas-sions and interests as they do. They really get to learn about a ton of new things. Also, they get a lot of free candy.”Whether students went to the Activities Fair to join disci-pline-focused organizations or just to get involved on campus, most students walked away with a lot more information about the Lawrence community and, hope-fully, candy.
Lawrence has strengths we’re proud of. But he made sure to dis-cuss some concerns brought up by Lawrence students. President Burstein said that some students have felt discriminated against because of their religious beliefs. Using this example, President Burstein distinguished the com-plexities of a community formed through participation rather than through common beliefs.Talking about the importance of open-mindedness, President Burstein said, “If we truly prepare our students to be public agents in a complex world and to prepare students to work with people very different from themselves, then we must provide access to the diversity of opinions that exists in the world today.”Coming from an East Coast Ivy League environment, President Burstein admitted that he had seen how competiveness 
can hamper the learning commu-nity.  He believes that the “pursuit of knowledge irrespective of disci-plinary boundaries is essential to be the intellectual community we strive to be.”  As for the Lawrence community, he believes that “our humble approach to learning makes us uniquely prepared for this goal.”Sam Clary ’14 was in agree-ment with President Burstein’s idea about the importance of com-munity through participation. “I’m glad that I get to be around the people here and be exposed to dif-fering perceptions. It has caused me to grow a lot as a person over the past three years here.”Nicholas Paulson ’14 agreed with clary, saying that if “by refus-ing to have that conversation with someone you disagree with, you are, to some extent, perpetuating the problem.” In order to over-come this and achieve President Burstein’s ideal community, it would take effort on the part of all students to have these conversa-tion.
Isabel Hemley
for The Lawrentian 
____________________________________
“I use a list of general-purpose nicknames like ‘buddy,’ ‘champ,’ and ‘old sport.’ The downside is that I never learn anyone’s name but then again I never have to.”-Jesse Kearns, Coffee Guy“I try to associate the person with movies. Like this kid Ridley was named after the film director Ridley Scott. I guess that was a lucky one”.-Eli Massey, Boring Person “I usually learn names by an article of clothing. Like first, it’s the girl with a blue earring. Then the girl with the blue ear-ring becomes Jessica. Also, I have a notebook with peoples’ names.”-Greta Dahl, Anthropologist “I find a defining character-istic of the person and call them 
that, giving them a nickname without knowing their real name. Like this person from Texas that I called ‘Texas’.”-Rainbow Hair, Philosopher “Uhhhh, I take a mental Snapchat?”-Rachael Shpielbuckets, Ghostbuster “I try my best to not be Kevin.”-Abby Kozberger, Wino There you have it, a compre-hensive guide to learning names. Unfortunately, now that you read this, you have no excuse! But remember, if in a pinch, you can use pronouns or simply break down in tears or hives. “You heard it first from Specht Pages!”
continued from page 3
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The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the 
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The 
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
Specht Pages
Graves from Göttingen
Kevin Specht
Columnist
____________________________________Over the past few weeks, have you met just way too many people? Do you feel like you can’t remember any of their names? Fret no longer: We are here to help. Hello and welcome to Specht Pages, the true and supreme voice of Lawrence University. In this cel-ebratory 23rd issue, we will dis-cuss the culture of learning names and view some experts’ succinct advice in overcoming difficulty in this area. So, sit back, relax and let Specht Pages stimulate your brain with an injection of pure liquid knowledge. In an effort of personal and professional development, supreme overlord of Specht Pages, Kevin Specht, has decided that he is going to learn peoples’ names “by any means necessary.” These people include his friends, acquaintances, fellow students, professors and his et ceteras. Thus far, progress has been slow. However, the effort has been great. Strategies have included asking people their names at the beginning, middle and end of con-versations; asking them to wear name tags; sneaking a peek at their ID; and even asking a friend quietly as a person approaches. Despite these measures, the abil-ity to instantly regurgitate the name at will is still mediocre, at best. During the field research, some people shared their pedago-gy of name learning. “Kevin, we’re both seniors. You should know my name by now!” “We were in Freshman Studies together!” “I just told you my name literally two minutes ago!” In the spirit of seeking solutions in varied loca-tions, here are the results of a series of interviews on some other people’s techniques: “I come up with a nick-
name. For example, for Aiden Campbell, I think ‘Aiden Campbell’ (with a peppy inflection). Have you ever seen House Bunnies?” -Chelsey Choy, history major “I pick out a letter from a per-son’s name and then a word that describes them that starts with that letter. For example, Specht has a C in it. Comcast Polo’s were Specht’s idea.”                                       -Sami Jarjour, scoundrel “When people introduce themselves, I say their name before I tell them mine. My back-up plan is to apologize.”                   -Erin Dix, archivist“I ask their name and repeat it back to them. Then at the end of the conversation, I say their name, and if I can’t, I ask again. It’s from a book called Emotional Intelligence. I don’t have a back-up plan; what do you mean?” -Nick Paulson, President“Ooooh! Mine is to associate the shape of peoples’ hair. This guy in my hall is named Noah and puts his hair in an up-spike. I make the motion of the shape of his hair with my hand and think: “Noah.” My back-up plan is to guess or run away.”                                                  -Jaime Gonzalez, RLA “I’m horrible at names.” -Manny Leyva, Lawrentian“Uhhh, I just try to remem-ber them. Yes, it’s effective”. -Jason Koth, saxophonist “I refuse to learn names. My back-up plan is a two terabyte hard drive.” -Erty Seidel, troll “I come up with songs about people. For example, for my friend, Cheli, I go cha cha cha Cheli.” -Cynthia Tobias, reformed hipster “I try to associate their name with a famous person. For exam-ple, there was a Korean girl named Ine, so I thought of Einstein.”        -Jemmy Liu, freshman
The Name Game
In the Land of the Potato
Ev
T h e  m a g i c a l  r i t u a l s  o f  t h e  C T H U L U  g r o u p  h a v e  g o n e  t o o  f a r
This summer, I spent several months in Göttingen, Germany, in order to learn German. It had only been a year since I had moved away from home as a Lawrence freshman, and now I was living alone overseas. Life was moving a little too fast for my comfort. Nothing too bad could have hap-pened to me in such a tiny town and with the Goethe Institute look-ing after me. Even if something had happened, it would only have made this column more interest-ing than it will be. But here are some things I learned in Germany:1. It’s not going to be as bad 
as you think it is, and even if it is, if you are optimistic enough to get yourself to do it, you’ll be stuck with it and will end up with a nice experience you can complain to your friends about. This got me through plenty of afternoons when I didn’t want to go grocery shopping because it’s somehow much more difficult in a foreign language. There’s always the worry that someone will say something to you that you don’t understand and you’ll make a fool of yourself. Of course, this situa-tion is expected of language learn-ers, and all you have to do is look pitifully confused and explain that your German isn’t good enough. They’ll either dumb-down what they’re saying, or decide that it’s 
a lost cause and give up. The only result is that you will have actually talked to someone other than a classmate or teacher.Of course, occasionally it is worse than you thought it was going to be. I experienced this when I received an invitation to come to a party at a student-corps house. The German student-corps are along the lines of fraternities, with the addition of bloodsport. They practice mensur, a form of fencing specifically designed to give them a facial scar (called a schmiss), of which members are revoltingly proud. They are fully armored everywhere but the face. Then they proceed to slash at each other until blood is drawn. I was excited to see what these places were like, because my childhood fencing coaches always used tell us about mensur to disgust us.However, one other thing these fraternities are known for is drinking and, fortunately, that was the only dimension I experienced. We ended up standing in a dark street attempting to make sense of the beer-slurred German of possibly the drunkest person I’ve ever met. He kept trying to get us to come inside to drink, with the single-mindedness of the severely intoxicated. It was an early night.2. Be very wary of tradi-
tional German food. It can be done well, but it can also be done really badly. Germany is the only place where I’ve had a vegetarian meal that had no vegetables in it. No vegetables but one small grey 
Brussels sprout that collapsed as I cut it, releasing a puff of noxious gas. Fortunately, one can pretty much live on pasta, tomatoes and muesli; they’re cheap, and when you’ve seen one potato too many, they look mighty tasty.Despite the Goethe Institute’s questionable vegetarian cuisine, all Germans make and eat bread like no one else. According to Roger Boyes of London’s The 
Times, Germans typically eat 87 kilos of bread rolls each, per annum. I absolutely do not blame them. German bread is delicious. They bake with many more kinds of flour than in the US, and they have thousands of types of breads and rolls. Being able to eat German bread made up for having to eat all those German potatoes.
The Lawrence Difference
September 27:  Artist Talk: Stephanie Williams  6 PMArt Gallery openings at Wriston  7 PM
September 28: 1440 Theatre Carnival    8 PMLU Wierd     9 PM
September 30:Recent Advances in Biology lecture  3:10 PMArcheological Institute of America lecture 7:30 PMGuest Recital: Lee, Newman & Mizrahi  9 PM
October 1:Povolny Lecture Series in Int’l Studies  7:30 PM
October 2:Comedian Olivia Harewood   8 PM
October 4:Blue & White Dinner    5 PM
with Erin Davis
Susannah Miller
Columnist
_______________________
*For a complete list, refer to the LU calender at lawrence.edu
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School  Conf.  Overall
Football
Lake Forest 2-0 3-0
St. Norbert 2-0 2-1
Illinois Col. 1-0 2-0
Cornell 1-0 1-1
Monmouth 1-0 1-1
Carroll 1-1 2-1
Ripon 1-1 2-1
Beloit 1-1 1-2
Grinnell 0-2 0-3
Knox 0-2 0-3
Lawrence 0-3 0-3
Women’s Soccer
Lake Forest 2-0 7-2
Monmouth 2-0 5-3
St. Norbert 2-1 5-2-2
Grinnell 2-1 5-3
Carroll 2-1 5-4
Illinois Col. 1-1 5-4-1
Ripon 1-1 4-4
Lawrence 1-2 2-4
Beloit 0-1 2-5
Knox 0-2 5-4
Cornell 0-3 3-4
Men’s Soccer
Knox 2-0 9-1
Carroll 2-0 6-3-1
Lake Forest 2-0 4-4
St. Norbert 2-0 3-3-2
Lawrence 1-1 3-4-1
Ripon 1-1 1-6
Beloit 0-0 0-6-1
Illinois Col. 0-2 5-4-1
Cornell 0-2 2-6
Grinnell 0-2 2-6
Statistics are courtesy of www.
mchahockey.com and www.
midwestconference.org
and are current as of
Sept. 25, 2013.
StandingS
Coming off a four game win-ning streak, the Lawrence wom-en’s tennis team lost this past Tuesday, Sept. 17. They currently boast a 6-5 record overall (1-0 MWC). I caught up with senior and women’s No. 1 singles player, 
Gayatri Malhotra, to gain some insight on how the season has been going thus far.
S: How do you feel person-
ally about your play this year?M: I’ve obviously had to step up my game. You have to forget about the numbers and just play to the best of your ability.
S: How does it feel to fill the 
shoes of Beth Larson?
M: It’s impossible. Beth was an amazing player who picked Lawrence University and it’s aca-demics, though she had offers to play tennis at D-II schools. She took the team to new heights and elevated the whole team’s level of play. She constantly pushed us to be better. I was very fortunate to have her as a teammate and friend.
S: What do consider the 
main contributor(s) to this sea-
son’s success so far?M: I think the more people got into the rhythm of things, the better we played. In the beginning it’s always rough, coming off sum-mer break. This year we also have a new coach, so as the relationship between player and coach keeps growing, so does our level of play. New drills, dynamic workouts and match-like situations in practice have all been contributors.
S: What are your chances 
as a team at making it to the 
Conference tournament?M: I believe we have good chances of making it to the team tournament. We have to play well against the tougher oppo-
nents in our conference, like St. Norbert, Lake Forest and Grinnell. Especially against St. Norbert, who is currently leading the con-ference.
S: What are your chances of 
winning a conference tourna-
ment?M: It will be very tough to win the team conference tournament, considering we are in a rebuild-ing year. However, I would like to make it to the finals against Grinnell, who have been pretty dominant in the past couple years.
S: Are there any specific 
standouts this year you would 
like to mention?M: Everyone has been bumped up this year. I went from number three last year to number one this year. Players like Hannah Geoffrey went from number five her freshman year, to number four last year and now she is our num-ber two. Players that didn’t play that much last year play regularly this year, so it is hard to say that there is one standout. We have all been bumped up so every match matters even more.”
Lawrence men’s soccer came out of the weekend with a record of  3- 4–1, good for fifth overall in the Midwest Conference. However, they took a step in the right direc-tion with one win and a close loss against two Midwest Conference opponents this past Saturday, Sept. 21 and Sunday, Sept. 22 respectively. The Vikings launched the weekend by defeating the Illinois College Blueboys in a 1-0 over-time victory. The goal was scored 4:12 into overtime by freshman Michael Deremo, who had four shots on goal for the day. Junior Oliver Newsom assisted on the play, while freshman goalie, Joe Krivit, had a breakout game. Krivit shut out Illinois College with four saves. “We have a lot of skill on the team this year,” said sophomore Jusuf Sarancic. “We brought in a lot of new talent and there are a lot of freshman starting for us.” This win was the Vikings first in Midwest Conference play.
The next day, Lawrence took part in a close competition against Knox College. Krivit registered four more saves and only allowed one score on a penalty kick by senior midfielder Maxwell Gatyas in the 41st minute of play. This loss pushed Lawrence’s confer-ence record to 1-1-0. Knox’s vic-tory extended their win streak to nine consecutive games. The Knox Prairie Fire are currently ranked first in the MWC with an overall record of 9-1-0 and a conference record of 2-0-0.“The win was good, but the loss on Sunday really could have been avoided,” said Sarancic. “We definitely controlled both games with our defense, but we missed too many key scoring opportuni-ties.” Sarancic, who strained his Ilitibial (IT) band a week and a half ago, believes that injuries are the biggest issue facing the team this year. “A few of our key players went down very early this season, so that’s been a serious area of concern.” The offense especially has dealt with injuries after los-ing two forwards in the past few weeks.This was also a big week for 
the men’s soccer program with the upcoming induction of leg-endary goalkeeper Dan Dreyfus into the Lawrence Sports Hall of Fame. Dreyfus (’87) is con-sidered to be one of the all-time great Lawrence soccer players, and arguably the greatest goalie to play for the Vikings. Both a team captain and MVP during his time at LU, Dreyfus set conference records with career stats of 18 
saves, a 1.07 goals against aver-age, and a .839 save percentage. The save percentage still stands as a Midwest Conference record. Dreyfus, along with four other Lawrentians, are being inducted into the HOF during a ceremony in the Warch Campus Center on Oct. 4th. All five athletes will be recog-nized at the home football game occurring the next day against Illinois College.      
Men’s soccer splits two Conference games
Q&A with Gayatri Malhotra: Women’s tennis
The Lawrence University football team fell this weekend to the Beloit Buccaneers in a 38-21 loss at Beloit’s Strong Stadium, bringing the team’s record to 0-3 this year. Despite good offensive production in the first half, the Vikings failed to capitalize on sev-eral scoring opportunities in the second half.The Buccaneers started the game quickly with 50-yard pass from freshman quarterback Kameron Sallee to sophomore wide receiver Michael Nolden on the first play of the game. Later in the quarter, Lawrence responded with a six-yard touchdown run by freshman running back Isaac Barthelmess. Upon the complet-
ed extra point kick by freshman Pat O’Mahoney, the Vikings tied the game 7-7. “After they scored, we forced the memories of those bad plays out of our minds,” says sophomore guard Pat Pierson. “It was nothing but excitement and energy after we replied with that touchdown.” Before the end of the first quarter, however, Beloit responded with a touchdown run by freshman Mason Dixon bring-ing the score to 14-7 in favor of the Buccaneers. The Viking’s energy came through later in the second quarter as they were able to score two more touchdowns on a Barthelmess run and a 10-yard touchdown pass from senior quarterback Luke Barthelmess to senior Andy Paider. Paider came in as fullback on a special play that brought the score to 21-14. 
The Vikings were unable to stop Beloit before the end of the first half, however, as Sallee ran for another touchdown to bring the score to 21-21.The second half proved to not be as fruitful for the Vikings. The loss of senior defensive back Sam Wagner due to a shoulder injury at the end of the first half had an effect on the Vikings’ play for the rest of the game. “It was a somber mood in the locker room during half time,” recalled Pierson. “We have a very tight knit group. When one of us goes down, we all feel for him.” The second half did not start well for the Vikings as they were intercepted on their first drive of the half by Beloit junior line-backer Ian Dunning. Beloit then capitalized on the turnover with a 29-yard kick by Sallee, bring-
ing the score to 24-21. Later in the fourth quarter, Lawrence allowed a 48-yard touchdown run to Dixon, propelling the score to 31-21 Beloit. Dixon proved to have a strong fourth quarter as he later had another touchdown run, this time for 42 yards to give Beloit a 38-21 lead. The Vikings then responded with a strong offensive possession; however, they were unable to capitalize as the game clock expired. The result was a 38-21 Vikings loss.Overall, this game was char-acterized by an inability to capi-talize on offensive opportunities in the second half, as well as dif-ficulty in stopping big runs. Due to the bye week, the Vikings plan to focus on fundamentals in prepara-tion for their next game at home against Illinois College on Oct. 5th. 
Buccaneers outlast Vikings in second half
Junior Stephen Salansky moves the ball upfield at IIllinois College 
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer
____________________________________
   Zach Ben-Amots
   Staff Writer
_______________________
Juniors Elena Watson (left) and Allison Juda (right)  congratulate each other
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
   Erik Soderlund
   Staff Writer
________________________
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After a long weekend away, the Lawrence University wom-en’s soccer team returned home Sunday night with a record of (2-4-0, 1-2-0 MWC). The Lady Vikings spent two nights in Illinois for a pair of Midwest Conference games and emerged with a win and a loss under their belts.Illinois College (4-3-1, 1-0-0 MWC) shut out the Vikings 2-0 on Saturday, Sept. 21, in the first game of the weekend. The first half was uneventful; Lawrence’s women played well and had some promising shots on goal but were unsuccessful in their attempts to score. Illinois College’s Ally Kjellander scored for her team in the first 32 seconds of the second half, and Ellen Radcliffe added an unassisted goal in minute 62 to clinch the 2-0 win for the Lady Blues.“We played really well. We used our new formation and everyone got more involved that way,” commented freshman Sarah Zaccarine. “Everyone touched the ball more.”“Our first game was difficult because we were trying it out and getting used to it,” said sopho-more Perrin Tourangeau of the Vikes’ new formation. “It allowed us to get off of our heels, attack more and play more creatively.”
“We had possession the majority of the IC game and we were outplaying the team, but they just happened to get those two lucky shots,” added Zaccarine. “They were really good shots, but [the Lady Blues] seemed sur-prised.”The following day, Sept. 22, Lawrence hit the field again and saw more success, led by junior Keli Muchowski and her phe-nomenal first career hat trick against Knox College (5-4-0, 0-2-2 MWC). Muchowski scored 20 minutes into the game off an assist by senior Anita Babbitt, and opened the second half with another goal within the first five minutes, assisted by freshman Casey Merkle. Raleigh DeRose put Knox on the board at 59:52 with a goal of her own, but Lawrence responded a few minutes later with yet another Muchowski goal assisted by Merkle, ending the game with a 3-1 victory for the Lady Vikings.“We’re all so proud of Keli with her hat trick,” said Merkle. “Her goals were all really good, and the communication was prime in the second game.”“We were finding feet and connecting passes really well,” agreed Zaccarine. “The new for-mation is working well and we’re improving every game.”The women’s soccer team will next face Monmouth College (5-2-0, 2-0-0 MWC) on Saturday, Sept. 28, at Whiting Field West.
Taking on Cardinal Stritch University and Edgewood College this past weekend were the Lady Vikes, as they competed in the Cardinal Stritch Triangular Tournament. Both teams were non-Conference opponents, so some of the pressure was off the Vikes. Senior setter Di McLeod stated, “I think it’s easier to play teams out of our conference because we don’t go in thinking, ‘we have to beat this team’ or ‘we should beat this team.’ The pressure is off. We go into the games knowing we just have to play our best, because we don’t know what they’re capable of.” With this mentality, the Vikes headed to Milwaukee on Saturday, Sept. 21 to play these two tough non-conference games.First up was Cardinal Stritch. Senior Kathleen Rowland led the Vikes with 18 digs on defense while on the offensive side, sopho-mores Terese Swords and Megan Conley had seven kills apiece. McLeod offered a hand by pick-ing up 23 assists for the Vikings. Despite their best efforts, the Vikes could not stop Stritch and ended up losing 3-0, by the scores: 16-25, 24-26, and 22-25. Junior Betsey Sorensen, when asked about the team’s weakness this weekend, added, “We were getting stuck in certain rotations and not being able to side out quickly. We would get in these ruts offensively 
and we weren’t able to recover quick enough to finish the game with a win. It was frustrating in that aspect.”The second opponent in the doubleheader was Edgewood College, another challenging competitor. Conley, Sorenson and junior Kayla Storm led the Vikes offensively with 14, 10, and 13 kills respectively. McLeod piled up 43 assists in the game and Rowland contributed an incred-ible 33 digs for the Vikings. Asked who the team MVP should be this weekend, Sorensen responded, “Rowland, without a doubt. She will always be my MVP for her hard work and hustle on the court. She is an amazing play-er and we would not be the team we are today without her.” After a valiant effort put forth by the Vikes, they still came up short to Edgewood, losing 2-1 with the following scores: 25-19, 27-25, 19-25, 25-23. McLeod added, “We had a ridiculous rally against Edgewood. I’m not sure the last time I had the ball go back and forth over the net that many times before it hit the ground. Plus, most of that rally consisted of really tough plays. We were running all over the place to keep it up and so was Edgewood. That was a lot of fun and definitely the most memorable play of the day.”With two hard fought games behind them, the Vikes look for-ward to their next two confer-ence matches against Carroll and Grinnell on Sept. 25 and Oct. 4. 
SPORTS27 Sept. 2013
Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Women’s soccer takes 
one of two in Illinois
Michael Deremo is a freshman from Evanston, Ill. The game last Saturday at Illinois College was tied at half. After four minutes of play in overtime, Deremo received a pass from junior Oliver Newsom, and sent the ball in the back of the net to give the Vikings their first conference win.
1)  What was your favorite part of 
preseason, and why?My favorite part of preseason was our trip to Portland, Or. I’ve never been to the Pacific Northwest and I thought it was really weird/cool. It’s a great place to people watch. It was also a good opportunity to bond with the team and get a feel for what the season would be like.
2) What has been the hardest part of the season so far, and why?The hardest part of the season was preseason conditioning. Full field sprints mixed with practices in the morning and afternoon really started to take its toll on all of our bodies. Thank God for ice baths.
3) When you play, do you pay attention to the fans, or zone them out?If we are playing at home, I’ll acknowledge our fans sort of as a thank you for coming to watch us play. If we are playing an away game, I usually keep my mouth closed unless I can think of something funny to shut them up.
4) What did it feel like to score the winning goal against Illinois College?Scoring the game winner against IC was awesome, especially because it was a great way to start our conference season. We really started to play well in overtime and Oliver Newsom gave me a perfect pass that made it easy to hit one touch.
5)  If you could have dinner with any famous soccer player, who would it be, and why?If I could have dinner with a famous soccer player it would without a doubt be Barcelona midfielder, Andres Iniesta. I could watch him play all day because he’s the mastermind on the field and makes everything look so easy.
Athletes of the Week
by: Amanda Ollerer
Junior Keli Muchowski received all-Midwest Conference honors last year. Muchowski was the leading scorer last season, and after just six games, she is already the leading scorer again. During the Vikings’ game last Sunday at Knox, Muchowski recorded a hat trick, carrying the team to a 3-1 victory.
1) What was your favorite part of preseason, 
and why? My favorite part was definitely our trip to Costa Rica. We got to do a lot of team bonding, from tanning on the beach to roughing it in the rain forest. Who knew bugs could get that big? It was a great opportunity for us all to get to know each other a lot better.
2) What has been the hardest part of the 
season so far, and why?The hardest part of the season is and will always be the fitness aspect. It takes not only physical strength but mental toughness as well. Running is no fun unless there is a ball at your feet.
3) When you play, do you pay attention to the fans, or zone them out?I tend to zone them out and if I can help it I try to stay away from the fans side of the field because I feel they could affect my game play if I let them get to me. There are always those obnoxious oppo-nent fans that really drive you up a wall!
4) What did it feel like to score a hat trick in the game against Knox?I was surprised but mostly excited because my parents said they would get me a puppy if I scored three goals in a game. Let’s be real, though, it will have to be a team puppy. I mean, Casey already picked out a great name, Seli. I couldn’t have done it without the team, though. The whole team played like all-stars in that game!
5) If you could have dinner with any famous soccer player, who would it be, and why?Christiano Ronaldo hands down! Not only could he give me some great soccer tips, but he’s a good looking man.
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
Keli Muchowski: Women’s Soccer
Michael Deremo: Men’s Soccer Clare BruningStaff Writer
_______________________
A tough triangular for 
Women’s Volleyball team
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Recent alumni talk about the film world after Lawrence
Hurvis Center debuts new, high tech film studio 
We’ve all watched with interest and anticipation this past year as the Hurvis Center, formerly Downer Commons, was reworked and constructed before us. However, until returning this fall, many of us had no idea what was to be housed in the newly renovated building. While one side of the building consists of Admissions, Career Services and the Alumni and Constituency Engagement offices, the other side is a brand new Film Center. The Film Center side of the build-ing is completely separated from the rest of the building to ensure easy access to the students. This way, when the admissions and other offices are closed and locked for the night, students can still use their IDs to access the Film Center.This week, I was lucky enough to get a tour of the new wing with Kevin Summers, the technical director of film studies. Throughout the tour, I could tell how excited Summers was to show-off the new space. Immediately upon entering the lower level of the Hurvis Center, either by stairs or elevator, you land outside of Summers’s office. This is also where all the film equipment is stored and where you go to rent it. Since currently the film depart-ment is what might best be described as an interdisciplinary department, the equip-ment is available for anyone interested in making a movie for their senior experience or other projects.The highlight of the Film Center is by far the new black box studio. The studio 
is two stories tall going right through the center of the building. It is equipped with a green screen, an overhead lighting and sound grid, an acoustic tile ceiling and sound absorbing walls. While the studio is made for shooting film without an audi-ence, it is a large flexible space that held seating for 70 people at the ribbon cutting 
ceremony last spring.  The audio and light-ing booth for the studio is located outside the studio, with a window looking in and a voice-over booth connected. The bathrooms located outside of the studio are outfitted with makeup mirrors and full showers for those scenes that are especially messy.  For those of you who, like me, are not film savvy, there is a new class 
being offered, Documentary Filmmaking, in which students will learn to use the basic tools needed to make a film.The Film Center also has three new screening rooms that double as classrooms. These rooms can be used for viewing proj-ects, critiquing and, of course, screening films. All of these screening rooms are fully 
equipped with surround-sound and huge flat screen TVs in place of projectors. These rooms are especially great for students to use throughout the editing process: With the surround-sound and good visuals, more of the editing process can be done in the classroom before taking the film to the cinema.The final additions to the Film Center 
are the computer and editing labs. The com-puters in the labs all have the latest Adobe editing software installed, as well as all the latest Macintosh software for film, audio, photo and web editing. Each computer has a mini piano connected for music recording. On the wall between every two comput-ers in the lab is a TV screen that will show whatever the main flat screen in the front of the classroom is displaying. Each computer in the lab also has a “show me” button next to it which, when pressed, will allow their com-puter screen to show up on all the TVs around the room so students can share their projects with the rest of the class. The main computer lab has a long table down the cen-ter of the room, to be used as a space for students to work on projects before going onto the computers. There are two separate editing labs for more advanced students to use. The first has six stations, each with two monitors for previewing work, surround-sound and a TV screen. The last is an edit-ing suite with one station for a student to work privately on their project.Walking around the Hurvis Center, I was really impressed with the new space available to students. It was clear just from the tour that this was an exciting space, and as Kevin Summers said, “an opportu-nity that most schools would not have avail-able for their students.”While some of the rooms are still under construction and waiting for more equipment to arrive, the new Film Center is already a remarkable and inspiring space that we should all try to take advantage of in the years to come.
Devin Ross
Features Co-editor
_______________________________________________
Camilla Grove, Class of 2013
Major at Lawrence: English and film studies.
How did you get involved in 
film? Did you take any film courses 
at Lawrence?  I took every film course I could at Lawrence. I became more involved my junior year when a senior invited me to be a part of a  tutorial with alum Catherine Tatge. From there on I worked with screenwriter Jim Berg, Catherine Tatge, and the other students in whatever film projects I could be a part of.
What have been your major proj-
ects since graduating? I worked on a documentary this summer on fair hous-ing and housing discrimination in New York. I did a ton of research for the docu-
mentary that was commissioned by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. I also helped raise money for an indie film that starts filming in LA next week. I did this through social media, writing articles for places like the Huffington Post. Do you think it’s hard to go from 
a liberal arts education into the film 
industry? What are the challenges?: I think it’s changing now that we have such amazing film facilities, thanks to the Hurvises, Catherine Tatge and everyone else who played a part in it. I am pretty jealous that I didn’t have a sound stage to work with when I was a freshman. If I could do it over, I would have stuck with a liberal arts education because I got attention and support most students at film schools dream about. Of course, it would have been easier to go to school in 
New York or Los Angeles where I would have had the chance to work with and meet film people during the school year, but I loved the professors and the projects I had at Lawrence. What draws you to your particular 
role in filmmaking (production, sound, 
acting etc.)? I love storytelling, and have always been a writer. I also love fast-pace, hectic situations and I love problem solv-ing and multi-tasking, working with peo-ple and bringing all the parts together—all things I’d get to do as a producer and writer. I want to impact my community and have a place in popular culture, and I think making movies and TV allow me to do that.
What’s the most unexpected part 
of filmmaking for you? How much I learn. How much I didn’t know I didn’t 
know.
Where do you see your career 
going from here? I am young enough where it could go any number of places. In my ideal world, I would be producing and writing movies in LA and NY with my partner in crime, Julien. And, of course, everyone would go see them. 
What advice do you have for those 
seeking a career in film?Be humble and grateful for whatever film or television job you get after college. You will be taking coffee orders and pick-ing up dry cleaning for your production office, but when you aren’t doing that lis-ten in on your boss’ calls, read everything you can, learn as much as possible. Also, always be creating your own films. I can-not stress that last one enough.
Mari Ayala, Class of 2013
Major at Lawrence: Studio art and government
How did you get involved in film? Did 
you take any film courses at Lawrence? I became involved in film after moving to NYC, it was by chance, one of those things that happen when you are at the right place at the right time, and I fell in love with it forever. I never took any film courses, but I did take digital processes with my dear professors Shimon and Lindemann. They taught me how to use digital devices to create videos and that is when my interest 
in video-making and filmmaking started.
What have been your major proj-
ects since graduating? I worked for a feature film called “Squirrels to the Nuts” by Peter Bogdanovich. Do you think it’s hard to go from 
a liberal arts education into the film 
industry? What are the challenges?
 It is hard to go out from a liber-al arts education into the film industry because people question your abilities at first. However, they quickly realize liberal arts graduates are well-rounded individu-
als that learn fast. It is challenging keeping up with people that have a lot more experi-ence than you.
What draws you to your particular 
role in filmmaking (production, sound, 
acting etc.)? I have only worked in produc-tion so far, and it fascinates me because as an artist I like creating things. On set, you are literally creating a moment that will be recorded forever. I do not know how to explain the feeling, it is very magical.
What’s the most unexpected part of 
filmmaking for you? It is a lot of work and you work insane hours.... and you get fed at 
all of those insane hours of the day.
Where do you see your career going 
from here? I hope to continue work-ing in films and to go to graduate school. Eventually, I would love to bring my skills and knowledge back to Ecuador and cre-ate movies based on the magical stories of South America.
What advice do you have for those 
seeking a career in film? Filmmaking is hard and it’s not as glamorous as we believe it is. Only do it if you have an honest and pure love for art and film.
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Students collaborate with famed Allan Katz on feature film
How the Lawrence Minute illuminates our everyday lives
What is the Lawrence Minute? It’s an online video series that captures the spirit of Lawrence University in approximately 60 seconds. The brainchild of Lawrence’s resident videographer, Garrett Katerzynske, the Lawrence Minute offers a quick glimpse into the essence of Lawrence.Although Katerzynske is new to the Lawrence fam-ily, he already has a good sense for what students fondly refer to as ‘The Lawrence Difference.’ “The first thing I noticed is that there’s a really strong Lawrentian spirit on this campus. Everyone is a character, which is fantastic.”Designed to give out little nuggets of information, the Lawrence Minute gives a quick highlight of what’s hap-pening around the Lawrence Campus.Katerzynske explains how the videos he creates are really just “pushing what’s already there…There are 
already fantastic people to film… I’m just seeing where we can take that and what else we can explore.”The more established video series, This is Lawrence, is comprised of longer videos and provides a more in-depth look at specific parts of university life. A recent-ly popular video entitled “This is Lawrence - This is Lawrence” is a fun assortment of scenes around campus. As a student, watching the video is almost like a “how well do you know the Lawrence campus” quiz designed to test your knowledge of the Lawrence grounds.Students walk around campus every day, but there is something introspective about seeing landmarks, stu-dent interactions or architecture we take for granted highlighted in video format. It forces you to step back and appreciate the charm of Lawrence that students occa-sionally take for granted.One-minute videos are quick, non-committal clicks of the mouse for those of us whose attention spans shy away from longer videos. But, as Katerzynske states, 
“there are so many things to cover at Lawrence, we needed more than one series to capture the wide range of opportunities.”Besides the Lawrence Minute and This is Lawrence, the Lawrence YouTube channel hosts a hodgepodge col-lection of videos including the full length matriculation convocation speech given by President Mark Burstein, Michelle Obama’s speech at last year’s campus rally, com-mencement addresses, conservatory concerts and a vari-ety of videos that fail to fit into any classification. Although the videos aren’t always laugh-out-loud funny, those familiar with the Lawrence campus as well as prospective students will appreciate the This is Lawrence and the Lawrence Minute videos’ ability to capture the spirit of Lawrence.Be on the lookout for this week’s Lawrence Minute video about the Kaleidoscope Concert at the Fox City Performing Arts Center in downtown Appleton.
 How did you find out about the project? 
How did you get involved?I had worked with Catherine Tatge in the past for the Civic Life Project, as well as an independent film. She opened the door of opportunities for us with this feature.
What’s your role within the film?So far, I have been helping the assistant direc-tors and the art department of the feature.
What’s the most interesting part of work-
ing on a professional film? What did you not 
expect, or what is the hardest part?
The best part of working with the profession-als is that they treat you like one of them and you get the taste of a real film set. The crew is very welcoming and in just a week, I have learned so much about a professional production and film set. 
How has it been working with other stu-
dents on the film?I haven’t had the chance to work with other students a lot, just because our schedules are so crazy. But the little that I have experienced, it is always nice to see familiar faces on the set, espe-cially because we all have worked together in the 
past.
Do you plan on pursuing a career in film 
after college?Yes, most definitely. I love everything about films, from writing to production to post-produc-tion work, and can’t see myself doing anything else. 
What’s been your favorite moment work-
ing on the film so far?Well, it’s been a great pleasure so far. I get to sit in professional meetings and help out with whatever is needed and it feels great to be a part of such an amazing crew.
How did you find out about the project? 
How did you get involved?Catherine Tatge, who runs the film stud-ies program here,  contacted the theatre depart-ment. Kathy Privatt contacted Karen, who runs the Costume Shop. Then Karen got in contact with us. So I emailed Kathy and said, “Hey, I spent the sum-mer working for Santa Fe Opera. I know how to sew, I know how to dress, I know how to run ward-robe. I’ve never done it for film, but I’ve done it for major theatres and opera houses. Let me know if 
you need help.” She passed the message to Megan Spatz ,who is the costume designer for the film. 
What’s your role within the film produc-
tion?So far, I’ve done fittings for the boys in the band and their manager [played by Allan Katz]... I did fittings for them for their photoshoot and have been working on alterations for that. What’s the most unexpected part of work-
ing on a film (versus a theater or opera)?Well that’s still to come because we haven’t actually started filming yet. I will be on-set as much as I possibly can to help with dressing and 
making sure everything works smoothly in ward-robe. [I’m] trying to have them bring me in to help with makeup and hair because I’ve been licensed for the last four years to do that. So, they’re work-ing on roping me in for that.They’re pretty flexible because they know we’re students and not getting paid. It’s all vol-unteer. They have volunteers in all aspects of the filming. They have assistant to the assistant director, people learning about camera angles and shots...people on sound, electrics and painting and scenery.
FILM AT LAWRENCE
How did you find out about the project?I found out about the project because Katherine Tatge, one of the film professors here this year, is working very closely with them. The Hurvis family, who have actually done a lot of great things for this university, including building this center as well as this new film program, have worked closely with Alan and Catherine to get this project off the ground with the intention of show-ing off Appleton and the community. Catherine spoke to me somewhere early on in the process, saying that she would like my involvement and assistance.
How did you know Catherine Tatge before 
this project?Before that, I had worked with Catherine on a 
couple of other projects, The Civic Life Project here on campus, I was in her course for that and really enjoyed it.
What is you role within the project?I am a student assistant, which means basi-cally I am here to learn. I also help get done any of the more menial tasks that the actual crew might need to have accomplished. Things like assembling a light quickly, or running and getting a battery and getting it back to the set, something simple like that. The real creative work is being done by professionals who have been in this business for years and years, so it’s really a pleasure to watch them work and learn their methods.
What’s the most interesting part for you 
about working on a professional set?
The most interesting thing for me is watching the process. We are blessed to have an incredible line producer by the name of Brian Herskowitz and he is just incredible to watch. He knows this business inside and out, and has every detail per-fectly aligned all the time. He is probably the most organized person I have ever met.
And do you plan to have a career in film 
after this experience?I’ve gone in knowing that I probably want to go into documentary film making after Lawrence. This has definitely reinforced that opinion that this is the direction I want to go in, because although it is a lot of work, it’s clearly an invigorating process and something I look forward to participating in as shooting begins at the end of the week.
Maisha Rahman, senior, English major
Ashley Heun, senior, English major
Nathan Lawrence, junior, English major 
Famed “M*A*S*H” writer and producer Allan Katz is bringing Hollywood to the Little Apple. He is currently producing a feature film about a boy-
band from Appleton that encounters a series of unfortunate events. His film, “Long Live the Squirrels,” has allowed Lawrence students coming 
from several areas of interest to collaborate with seasoned professionals in the film world. We interviewed just a few of the students who have 
gotten involved. Here’s what they had to say.
Jeannine Schulz
Staff Writer
_______________________________________________
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For as long as I can remem-ber, the idea of reality’s fluidity and perceptual nature has been an obsession of mine. Specifically, I have cherished philosopher Jean Baudrillard’s view on art: the idea that much of it is created as a simulacrum; a codification of the “real” into something artificial. Baudrillard asserts that over time, these simulacra may surround us, making artifice and reality indis-tinguishable. In “eXistenZ,” David Cronenberg explores this idea with deft, but oddly heavy hands.Neither Cronenberg nor Hollywood at large are strang-
ers to these ideas. Cronenberg previously visted them with his films “Videodrome” and “Naked Lunch,” John Carpenter with “In 
the Mouth of Madness,” and the Wachowskis with “The Matrix.” The late 20th and early 21st centuries are riddled with these “reality bending” films.  Kathryn Bigelow (“The Hurt Locker”) and her then-husband James Cameron (“The Terminator,” “Avatar”) even created another film exploring this analogue in the world of video games with the cult hit “Strange Days.” However, something about “eXistenZ” makes it unique in this crowded field.In “eXistenZ,” Jennifer Jason Leigh (“Fast Times at Ridgemont High,” “The Hudsucker Proxy”) plays Allegra Geller, a designer of virtual reality games. After an attack is made on her life, she and her bodyguard (Jude Law) are forced to go on the lam and travel inside her creation. 
The absurd world of the game gives Cronenberg a chance to do what he does best: Absurd and unusual make-up and crea-ture design abound, as does the ultra-violence for which he is so well known. Even the game con-sole itself is a living thing, filled with blood and organs repaired with scalpels, not soldering irons. This imaginative world is a huge success and makes “eXistenZ” seem really unique.Unfortunately, the cinema-tography just doesn’t do this design justice. Peter Suschitzky—who beautifully shot many of Cronenberg’s more recent works, including “A History of Violence,” “Naked Lunch,” and “Cosmopolis,” as well as other classics like “The Empire Strikes Back”—is per-haps one of the world’s great-
est working cinematographers and he just doesn’t seem to have been on his game when this was filmed. At times, “eXistenZ” looks like an inexpensive TV movie; the framing is bland, there is very little sense of depth of field and every scene looks exactly the same. Shuschitzky does, however, deserve some credit for attempt-ing some complex moving shots, which are pulled off well.Luckily, this small drawback doesn’t undermine the content at the film’s core. “eXistenZ” is still a worthwhile venture. At only 97 minutes, it’s a brief, lighter trip into this issue that surrounds so much of our cinema today.
“eXistenZ” is available for 
streaming on Netflix and Hulu Plus. 
Cronenberg explores the nature of reality in “eXistenZ”
Kings of Leon’s “Mechanical 
Bull” incorporates sounds 
inspired by the band’s roots
In the sixth studio album released by the American classic rock band Kings of Leon, the boys from Tennessee have come out with a solid-sounding album that will delight new and old listen-ers of the band. From fast-tempo songs such as “Don’t Matter” and “Supersoaker” to ballads such as “Beautiful War,” “Mechanical Bull” is a great mix of up-tempo and mid-tempo songs that can be used as background music to a party or a bike ride around Appleton. The opening song of the album, “Supersoaker” is an up-tempo, quick beat-filled song that is an instant pick-me-up. The song features the classical soar-ing crescendo and fantastically layered guitar riffs that the band has become popular for from their older tracks such as “Use Somebody” and “Sex on Fire.” Fear not—the crescendos are in a cou-ple of songs on the album! A personal favorite of mine, “Beautiful War” is a mid-tempo ballad that includes lovely atmo-spheric guitar riffs with plenty of reverb and echo that will sat-isfy your ears. As experts in the field of “atmospheric ballads”—like their past hit “Cold Desert” from the 2008 hit album, “Only By The Night”—Kings of Leon dem-onstrate just how good they are at making music that is all their own. Lead singer Caleb Followill’s confident vocals shine all through this beautiful masterpiece of a song as he sings lines such as “I say love you don’t need nothing / Left them something worth fight-ing for.” The next track, “Temple,” kicks things up a notch again with fun doses of punchy guitar riffs and a catchy enough drum-beat that could easily be your next dance theme. The tempo goes back down to another mid-tempo ballad titled “Wait for Me.” Another standout track on the album, the song features heart-tugging lyrics interspersed with some fantastic light guitar pick-ing. While the guitar and general 
chord progression sounds pretty straightforward and simple, Kings of Leon showcase their skills in layering harmonious guitar riffs atop each other in order to create a more intricately layered sound. “Family Tree” picks things up a little again with a repetitive but extremely catchy guitar riff. With lines like “I am your family tree / I know your A-Z,” this is another hit that can easily be played at your next dance party. The following song, “Comeback Story,” opens with a beautifully light guitar melody that is repetitive but shines so well as the background sound to Caleb’s rough crooning voice. The light high-hat sounds from the drum and the slight shuffle beat provide just enough variety to keep you interested and could serve as the perfect accompani-ment to a nice afternoon bike ride. “On the Chin” is another atmospheric mid-tempo ballad that shows how country has influ-enced the band’s overall sound. If not for Caleb’s unique voice, you might think you were listening to some Rascal Flatts. The track, overall, is a sweet song that will definitely appeal to those of you who are interested in hearing some country in the sounds of Kings of Leon. While the 13 tracks on this album as a whole are not a great leap into uncharted territory for the boys, “Mechanical Bull” still shines as the band’s most cohe-sive and seasoned album yet as the boys pay homage to their Nashville roots by staying true and incorporating more country and rock sounds to their music. 
Kicking off the school year of concerts-you-wouldn’t-expect-to-see-in-Appleton was pianist and Lecturer of Music Bill Carrothers with bass player Billy Peterson and a popular name on campus, drummer Dave King. Returning to the Midwest after touring on the East Coast, on Wednesday evening this trio presented their newest album together, “I’ve Been Ringing You.”It is always a treat hearing Bill Carrothers work his musical magic for the Lawrence commu-nity as he constructs thick and beautiful harmonic textures and twinkling feel-good melodies on his own compositions and stan-dard tunes. Any fan of Dave King groups, such as Happy Apple, Bad Plus or The Dave King Trucking Company always awaits King’s next visit to campus, so this was a very anticipated event for jazz listeners.The trio played standards and originals, mainly from their new album, such as “If I Should Lose You,” “Lonely Woman,” “So In Love” and “People Will Say We’re In Love.” With the help of King and his collection of percussion 
toys, each tune was more than unique when it came to the drum-mer building soundscapes with crumpled paper, old radio stations or a toy megaphone.These tools, or toys, were an integral part of King’s perfor-mance as he explored various sounds to find what fit perfectly within each tune and the person-alities of the piano and bass. Three distinct styles showed themselves in both sound and wardrobe. Each of these musi-cians had his own definition of concert attire, from snakeskin boots to no shoes, or the hipster cardigan. The physical picture of these three individuals gave the music more magic because the audience watched three very dif-ferent people come together and create a piece of art with one voice. Although there were moments that suggested a free form performance with each musician going in his own direc-tion, the trio built an intricate web of rhythmic cohesiveness that stretched and grew into one overall composition.As the concert concluded, the audience insisted on an encore from the trio and they came out and performed a Carrothers spe-cialty: taking a standard tune the audience knows and adding his 
own touch to it through harmo-ny, embellishments and feel. The tune was a musical favorite: “I Feel Pretty” from the film “West Side Story.” It mainly consisted of the piano, with asides from the bass and no drums until the end when King crumpled a piece of paper, intentionally filling in gaps and adding a new flavor to the familiar waltz.Witnessing this collabora-tion between two particularly well-known and well-regarded artists at Lawrence was a good reminder of the infinite number of opportunities we have as we prepare for another school year and make plans for our future. We have seen Dave King play in multiple settings, with a differ-ent character for each and we have seen Bill Carrothers charm audiences in a variety of settings, such as his recital last fall hon-oring Abraham Lincoln through traditional Americana songs and tunes reminiscent of the Civil War. As creative artists and liberal arts students, we, too, have the abili-ties to delve into a number of projects and areas of study.We look forward to seeing in what context we will see Dave King next, as well as what the school year holds in terms of cre-ative projects and performances from students and guests alike!
Bill Carrothers kicks off the musical 
year with “I’ve Been Ringing You”
     Anna Buchholz 
      Staff Writer
_______________________
Nathan Lawrence
Photo Editor
_____________
   Angela Butler
   Staff Writer
_______________________
César Aira puzzles and entertains
If you ploughed through Jorge Luis Borges’s short stories long after the Freshman Studies assign-ments were over and read Garcia Marquez’s “One Hundred Years of Solitude” for fun over the summer, then look no further than César Aira’s “The Literary Conference” for your next read. Aira is one of his native Argentina’s most pro-lific contemporary writers—he’s written over 70 books, including novels, short stories and essays. While Aira is relatively unknown in the Anglophone world—only about ten works are available in English - he’s getting popular fast. “The Literary Conference,” pub-lished in 2010, is one of his most recent works, and as it’s short, fun to read and incredibly wacky, it 
serves as a perfect introduction to Aira’s world. “The Literary Conference” features a man named César, an author and translator, who appears to be the embodiment of the iconic mad scientist trope. César, of course, wants to rule the world, and, as a mad scien-tist, he hatches a diabolical plan to do so. But first, he decides to solve a mysterious puzzle that has defeated all previous attempts at answering it and claim the trea-sure that it protects. With this money, he could do anything he wanted, but ruling the world is his priority, so he proceeds with his plan.His plan, logically, con-sists of  using his newly invent-ed cloning technology to create an army of clones of a carefully selected genius. But which genius to choose? Having considered 
carefully, César makes the obvi-ous choice—celebrated Mexican author Carlos Fuentes. And coin-cidentally, both César and Fuentes have been invited to a literary conference. So, after solving the mystery, César ignores his new-found wealth and continues on to the conference. From here on, the story very quickly devolves into the absurd. Having retrieved what he thought was Fuentes’ DNA, César starts the cloning machine and unwittingly releases an army of giant worms on the city. Having started as a discourse on genius and the indi-vidual, “The Literary Conference” finishes as a badly reviewed hor-ror film from the ‘50s.What “The Literary Conference” lacks in linear plot, it makes up for wholeheartedly in sharp prose, mindboggling 
    Natalie Schermer 
      A&E Editor
________________________
See page 10
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Will Doreza ’14 will be leav-ing us at the end of this school year with a Bachelor of Arts in music. As a fifth-year senior, he has felt the give and take of the university more than most stu-dents, but we at The Lawrentian hope he knows that his contri-butions to the community are inimitable and well-appreciated.As a young child, Doreza would push the keys on the grand piano in his house and try to play songs. Soon enough he was taking basic piano lessons, playing trumpet, and singing soprano. He got more serious about music in high school and studied under a highly influen-tial piano teacher, who ended up guiding him to Lawrence.Piano eventually took a backseat to singing, however, as he progressed in his education here. As a freshman piano major he dabbled in choir and real-ized his love for singing. During his sophomore year he began to take voice lessons with Bryan Post. By the end of the year, he auditioned for the Bachelor of Arts in music voice program and was accepted. “It’s been—and I can’t really say how—but it’s been incredibly transformative,” said 
Doreza, commenting on his time here. “There are a lot of things about Lawrence that have just completely changed my view on music and the world. There have just been so many experi-ences and opportunities that I can’t really describe what my life would be like without them.”Doreza has done quite a bit around campus. He started up LUMOS, works in the mailroom, has been the associate news edi-tor on The Lawrentian, worked as a district representative and publicity secretary for LUCC and has been an RLA. You may also remember him from some of last year’s theatrical performances: the sardonic butler from “The Drowsy Chaperone;” Brooks Jr. and Sr. from “Grey Gardens;” or from the student written one-act plays.As a late-blooming baritone vocalist, Doreza stated that his main challenge has been catch-ing up on “learning the language of voice.” That is, the terms and techniques inherent in the prac-tice.“Most people who are at my level have had years of voice training,” he says, “and I’ve only had [lessons] since my sopho-more year.”His senior recital will be a half-hour performance done in conjunction with mezzo-sopra-no Kirsten O’Donnell’s junior recital. He selected sets of 
English and French arts songs that he connects well with, as well as some musical theater involving several duets with O’Donnell.“One of the songs I’m doing is ‘Silent Noon,’ which is one of the most famous art songs ever written,” he explains. “Most voice majors roll their eyes when they hear it because it’s so overdone. But I think to ignore a piece just for its popularity is so wrong, because it really is beau-tiful. Nobody will argue that. I want to basically bring back the 
beauty of it in my own musical language.”In regards to his decision to pair his recital with O’Donnell’s, Doreza comments: “Kirsten and I have over the past year alone realized we have a really close friendship. Our voices work really well together, as well. We’re very similar in terms of our musicality.”Post-Lawrence, Doreza would like to go for a Master’s degree in sacred music, some-thing he has always been pas-sionate about. His mother is a 
pastor, so he has been involved in church for a long time. He would like to get a choral direc-tor job in a big church. But then again, he could also see himself singing in a professional choir.Doreza would like to thank his teacher Teresa Siedl, his piano teacher JoAnn Hobbs, and all the people who put a sincere effort into helping him become a better musician. And, of course, he gives thanks to O’Donnell for doing this recital with him.The recital is at 1:00 pm on Sat., Oct. 12 in Harper Hall.
WILL 
DOREZA
LU Live, Lawrence’s “Battle of the Bands,” brought in a large and diverse crowd of music fans this past Friday, Sept. 20. The lineup featured the old campus favorite Porky’s Groove Machine, Addy Goldberg, Bendata Bendata, Snort and a newcomer called The Ormsby Project. Audience mem-bers were able to vote for their favorite performance via text mes-sage. Snort, a math rock creation, was ultimately crowned the victor. I remember attending LU Live as a freshman and it remains a great way to acquaint new stu-dents with popular campus bands. 
However, for those who missed the event, here is a short descrip-tion of a few of the bands that played.One of the longest-running bands to play at LU Live was Porky’s Groove Machine. The group is comprised of senior Casey Frensz on tenor saxophone, senior Matt Lowe on trombone, fifth-year Travis Thayer on alto saxophone, fifth-year Matt Gunby and sophomore Ilan Blanck on guitar, junior Tim Carrigg on key-board, senior Peter Ehlinger on drums, senior Nick Allen on bass and senior Eli Edelman on percus-sion. Porky’s is a self described “fun and fresh funk band” that formed during Trivia Weekend in 2011. For more information, I encourage you to check out their 
Facebook page, which contains a lengthy account of their forma-tion, mainly revolving around a robot named Robeert Beerchild. In recent years, Porky’s has head-lined important events, such as Jill Beck’s farewell ball.Bendata Bendata is com-prised of guitarist senior Joram Zbichorski, drummer senior Kelson Zbichorski and bassist junior Luke Rivard, all of whom supply vocals as well. Kelson, Joram and Luke met and formed the band in high school, and were able to continue performing when all three decided to attend Lawrence. The band’s sound is a self-described combination of math rock, pop, indie and emo. They are humble and slightly comedic in describing their musi-
cal style; however, they were well received on Friday night.The winning band of the night was Snort, comprised of Kelson and Joram Zbichorski on drums and guitar, senior Ian Terry on bass and seniors Nick Waldner and Addy Goldberg on guitar. Addy Goldberg also per-formed his own well-received set as a solo instrumental artist. Snort was reportedly formed dur-ing the summer of 2012 and has a mainly instrumental math rock style. The band often incorporates other instruments such as the trumpet into their performances and avoids adhering to one spe-cific musical style. In their words, “We play a variety of instrumental music. Some may call it math rock, others may beg to differ.” Snort 
has gained a substantial amount of popularity on campus during this past year and doesn’t seem to be losing any steam as the new school year begins.Overall, LU Live was once again a success. In particular this year, it was interesting to see stu-dents playing in multiple bands during the competition. I believe this speaks to the uncompeti-tive and welcoming nature of our campus’ music scene as well as the fact that newly formed bands like The Ormsby Project can jump right into these types of events. I encourage all freshmen who attended to keep an eye out for these bands at parties and other events. And while you’re at it, why not form your own?
LU Live showcases the campus music scene, new and old
  Kelsey Priebe
  Staff Writer
_________________________
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer
_____________________
Photo by Elizabeth Landes
Visiting piano faculty Luba Poliak returns for guest recital
Regular visiting piano faculty member Luba Poliak returned to Lawrence last weekend to play a program of Russian, mostly Romantic, works in Memorial Chapel on the afternoon of Sept. 22. Since her birth in Siberia and her immigration to Israel, Poliak has continued some of her edu-
cation and work in the United States, including studying under Gilbert Kalish, who gave a series of masterclasses and concerts at Lawrence recently.Her delicate yet crisp playing elicited a warm response from the audience. She opened with Alexander Scriabin’s challenging “Piano Sonata No. 9, op. 68 (‘Black Mass’).” I found Poliak’s skillful dynamic control one of the most compelling aspects of her playing, especially in this work. She was 
able to shift from soft and mys-terious to loud and harsh within mere minutes without losing any of the clarity of her articulation or her own particular style.The middle section of the concert consisted of only works by Sergei Rachmaninoff, includ-ing “Variations on a Theme of Corelli, op. 42,” “Etude-tableau in C minor op. 39, no.1,” “Prelude in G-sharp, op. 32, no. 12,” and “Etude-tableau in A minor, op. 39, no. 6.” Poliak played with all the 
skill and passion necessary for playing Rachmaninoff. She put the variation in the “Variations,” revealing their inherent emotion-al turbulence.She played all of the Rachmaninoff works with power-ful but controlled emotion, the perfect tone for that stoic yet pas-sionate Russian’s music. One of my particular favorites, the pre-lude in G-sharp minor, she played with all of the gentleness that I could have hoped for, creating the 
impression of a very beautiful, rippling surface masking rolling depths.The second half of the concert consisted of Sergei Prokofiev’s “Piano Sonata No. 8 in B-flat Major, op. 84.” Poliak played with enor-mous energy, drawing an appreci-ate audience to its feet for a stand-ing ovation even though relatively few people attended compared to other concerts in the Chapel. This concert was a wonderful recital to begin the year at Lawrence.
  Lauren Nokes
  Staff Writer
_________________________
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“Kappa Kappa Gamma”
-Annie Penner
“If Mark Burst-
ein was a stu-
dent at Law-
rence, what 
student organi-
zation would he 
be a part of?”
Photo poll by
Will Melnick
“SigEp”
-Chewy Dixon
“Sailing Team”
-Andrew BrueningerPH
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A List of Do’s and Don’ts 
Dear Will,
It’s only first week, and I feel 
like there’s no way I’m going to be 
able to handle the academics at 
Lawrence. Reading the syllabuses 
alone made me feel like vomiting. 
What can I do to be successful 
here?
-Overloaded in OrmsbyDear Overloaded,If you think there’s anyone at Lawrence who hasn’t or isn’t cur-rently feeling the same way that you are, you’d be dead wrong. According to a 2011 ranking by The Daily Beast, Lawrence outranks schools such as Princeton as the 18th most rigorous college in America. We’re proud of it, and busyness has inevitably become a part of cam-pus culture.I have bad news for you: It gets worse. Much worse. Wait until you have midterms, finals, recitals, auditions and, God forbid, an illness. The good news is that you get that much better at han-dling it all, and I’ve made a list of Do’s and Don’ts that can help you adjust more quickly.DO: Take a moment to breathe. Take several, in fact. In a way, I see stress as the result of an overworked and tired mind and soul, and you must give yourself time to reset, so you can approach your tasks with a fresh mind. Sleeping is 50 percent of this, but as silly as it sounds, force yourself to not be productive and to not think about the things you have to do. Watch Netflix. Order Toppers with friends. Go to the mall. You’ll be able to jump back into your work later with a lot more energy and efficiency.DO: Make lists! I would never consider myself an organized per-son, but if one method of organi-zation helps me, it’s making lists. This helps get your mental clut-ter out onto paper and provides a great visual tool for managing tasks ahead. And as you complete the things on your list, you get to visualize your productivity and plan your schedule more effec-
tively.DO: Forgive yourself for not being able to complete something. There will definitely be times in your college experience where there just aren’t enough hours in the day to complete everything you have to do.This is when it’s important to have the courage to let something go. Thinking constantly about something that you physically cannot do is a terrible way to con-tribute to your stress and anxiety levels. It’s best if you are honest with yourself and your professors, who may even be inclined to give you extensions if you ask.DON’T: Feel like stress is something to be proud of. Don’t get me wrong, it’s an inevitable and natural part of life—but at Lawrence, we unfortunately seem to wear it as a badge of pride. I’ve heard conversations where a simple “How’s it going?” turns into a competition of sorts, where one is always trying to prove their worthiness based on the millions of things they have to do. It’s silly, counterproductive and pride-ful. Focus more on getting rid of it—people will respect you much more if they see you handling things calmly and with poise.DON’T: Let stress affect your relationships. As I mentioned in last week’s article, you shouldn’t underestimate the importance of your friendships, and I’ve seen so many of those lost because of bad communication.Of course you may have to cut back on the time you use to social-ize; but neglecting your relation-ships by failing to communicate is only going to stress you out even more in the future.Managing your stress is all about keeping your mind clear and focused. It’s so easy to dwell on all the things you have to do, but changing the way you think about and approach stress can help you be a much happier per-son at Lawrence. You will get better at manag-ing your thoughts and time. Just keep thinking of yourself as a suc-cessful person and soon you’ll make that a reality.
Will Doreza
Columnist
__________________
A return to Appleton, Wisconsin provides an interesting story with a silent message. The city of Appleton has a farmers’ market every Saturday morning in the fall. If you’re from the area, you would have read in the local news about the two men who decided they could walk around the farmers’ market with AR-15s strapped to their back. Of course, there was panic and the police were called, etc. It turns out the men were well within their consti-tutional rights after they showed proper documentation for carry-ing the weapons.So this past Saturday, the men returned to look around at the offerings at the market along with their AR-15s. However, this week a person decided to enjoy the farmer’s market with a live chicken in arm. Apparently it is against the law to carry a live chicken around at the farmers’ market. I did not attend nor did I hear what actually happened; but it is without a doubt an inter-esting act by both parties in the situation.Following the events at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C., the issue of gun safety has reared its head back into the public forum. What happened in Washington was a complete disregard for our 
veterans and for those in our soci-ety who are mentally unstable. While the end result occurred due to a gun, it started because of our decision as a society to place less responsibility on ourselves to separate these individuals from society and provide them with the means to keep themselves safe while treating their problems. Instead, per usual, our lead-ers and individuals across the country decide that guns are the issue at hand. A background check would not have revealed “hearing voices;” instead, a sense of aware-ness and proactive action would have been the proper response. While we continue to criticize the weapon that was used, we skim over the real issue. This case is not an issue about guns or gun rights but instead it highlights our lack of regard for our crumbling sup-port for mentally unstable indi-viduals in our society.Back in Appleton the situ-ation and meaning turns anoth-er way. According to the United States Constitution, these two men did have the right, through proper documentation, to be in posses-sion of these weapons in a public forum. However, their bravado to bring them into such a calm and well-protected area is disregard-ing the purpose of the right to bear arms. While I fully support this right that we as citizens are granted, it will continue to baffle me that individuals believe it is necessary to carry such a destruc-tive weapon.
Please show me one person who hunts with an AK-47. Please show me a destructive scenar-io that occurs so often that it is necessary to carry an AR-15 to protect oneself. I laugh at the peo-ple who argue this case because as someone who believes in the Constitution and the law in gen-eral, I have no problem making such a common-sense concession. When it comes down to it, we need to find common ground with each other, even as competitive and ruthless as we can be in pur-suit of our beliefs and wants.The point is not that our acceptance of guns or the nature of our laws need to be changed, but that we, as citizens of such a promising country, need to change. We need to return to our roots of being compassionate, caring individuals who make no concessions for intolerance and stupidity. A strong majority of this country understands the prob-lems within our society, but that is no longer enough. Anyone can point out problems but few can deliver on resolving those prob-lems.We call ourselves go-getters, blue-collared and relentless; yet we fear doing the right thing because the right choice is always the hardest of the options pre-sented to us. We prove points in this society through actions, not words. Lately, a lot of points have been shared, but not many have been proven.
Andrew Cmoluch   
For The Lawrentian
________________________
Proving  points with  guns
asides and general hilarity. Aira—and by association his translator, Katharine Silver—handles his words and sentences in a way that is almost clinical, addressing the most ridiculous subjects as perfectly normal. This technique grounds the novel, preparing his 
readers for whatever might come and successfully bringing together a disparate plotline. This stylistic decision makes it a bit difficult to laugh at first—Aira seems to take his prose dead seriously. But as the storyline self-destructs, it gets easier and easier, and Aira’s prose becomes less severe and a bit more tongue-in-cheek.By now, you’ve probably real-ized that the author and his pro-tagonist share a name. The César 
of the novel is clearly a represen-tation of the author himself—a warped, insane representation, but a representation nevertheless. This commentary on the role of the author, genius and the individ-ual in his works poses more ques-tions than it really answers; but it makes sure that “The Literary Conference” leaves you think-ing—even if giant worms and clones mean you’re not really sure what you’re thinking about.
Aira
continued from page 8
 As I read these lines, it’s clear to me that Lawrence offers two distinctly strong but funda-mentally different degrees. The B.M. prepares students to enter the music world as profession-als, regardless of postgraduate ambitions. The B.A. offers a liberal arts education that opens oppor-tunities without attention to specific professional goals. Thus, why should we expect that stu-dents have similar experiences? 
Or that campus culture should be the same when we’re not in class? The magic of Lawrence’s combined educational platform is that two academic pathways can coexistence and lead to collective intellectual wonder.If, as a university, we embrace this fundamental description of our curriculum, we will change the way we talk about our insti-tution. Rather than asking why Lawrence isn’t more of an inte-grated learning experience, we will begin thinking more carefully about how two distinct ways of teaching and learning can mutu-
ally benefit each other. As this year continues, my aim is to build a discussion around these fundamental issues in Lawrence’s curriculum. Here in Cartwright’s Committee, we’ve discussed degrees, and together, the Course Catalog and I have come to a certain conclusion. Next week, we’ll bring some bigger voices into the picture. GERs are a defining piece of what makes a liberal arts education valuable. Read the Course Catalog before then, and in next Friday’s The Lawrentian you, too, can join the conversation.
Cartwright
continued from page 11
Op/ed illustrations 
by Cori Lin
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“CODA: The Committee on 
Diversity Affairs”
- Liana Raberg
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“Coxswain on the Rowing 
Team” 
- Mitch Greenberg
“The Realm of Dagorhir”
- Olivia Gruebel
“ChronicLU: Chronic Disease 
Support and Advocacy 
Group”
- Ariel Garcia and Nick Perez
The problem with 
procrastination
I cannot speak for all femi-nists. No Christian can speak for all Christians. No democrat can speak for all democrats. While feminists, Christians and democrats all identify as belonging to a certain group, no individual has the exact same beliefs as everyone else in the groups to which they belong. And yet, people still ask me why I’m such a man-hating feminist.S o m e w h e r e , there must be a fem-inist who hates men, but I have never met her. A variety of people insist to me that she exists. Many peers I hold in high esteem tell me she has spoken to them about how much she hates men. Every femi-nist sees the world differently, but few subscribe to a policy of man hating.Thus, feminism is more of a lens than a lifestyle. Women have faced oppression for millennia, and we still face it today. A femi-nist is someone, male or female, who sees how that oppression works today, then acts against it. For example, look at the top gross-ing movies of any given weekend. Almost every movie on the list will focus on a male main character. The female lead in such 
a film, if she exists, will prob-ably fill the role of love interest, and her character will be con-tingent on the male lead. While a feminist certainly can enjoy a male-centered movie, he or she will also seek media with more of an emphasis on a female main character. Globally, feminism is a neces-sity. Many women lack access to 
family planning or legal protection from sexual violence. According to onebillion-rising.org, one in three women will experience domestic or sex-ual violence over the course of their lifetime. Men do not experi-ence these problems at anywhere near the rate that women do. This inequality is unacceptable.Feminism is the tool used to detect these problems. While the cast of an American blockbuster may not seem like it has anything to do with living conditions in countries most Americans for-get about, the high frequency of males in the media leads to a high frequency of males in the mind. Overrepresentation of men and underrepresentation of women causes us to think pervasively in 
terms of men. Therefore, women’s issues receive less attention than men’s issues.  Apart from the human rights inequalities women face, inequal-ity subtly persists in the global psyche. In a world where women receive little representation, being male becomes normal while being female is abnormal. The standard human is male, which creates a psychological imbalance for both genders. Maleness and femaleness are funda-mentally equal. Both qualities exist equally within the universe. They are not oppo-sites, but two pieces of the same essence. While gender manifests itself in those two ideas, it is really a much more nebulous substance.However, our society does not acknowledge male and female as equals. Men make bet-ter pay than women, receive more promotions and can walk down the street at night without look-ing over their shoulder. While this may seem like an advantage for men, it is really an imbalance that hurts everyone. Because a man can receive a promotion over a more qualified woman, he has no incentive to live up to his full potential. His maleness makes up for his shortcomings. Women, if they want to rise in their area of employment, must make up 
Procrastination is my nem-esis in life. You would know this if you’ve ever seen how long it takes me to pack for or unpack from a long trip, or buy Christmas presents or, I don’t know, write an article for some school news-paper. Anyway, this dilatory prob-lem of mine became more appar-ent to me at the end of this sum-mer as I checked off all of the things that I wanted to accom-plish in that three-month span but didn’t. So this got me thinking about the dangers of procrastina-tion. If I consistently postpone my short-term goals, why would any-thing be different in regards to my long-term aspirations? What con-tributes to this problem? Basically, what’s my deal? I don’t think I’m the only one who experiences this sense of self-frustration due to procrastination. Productivity is gratifying, but it’s just so difficult to get started on things that aren’t necessarily what we would prefer to be doing with our time. I believe part of the rea-son we procrastinate is because contemporary procrastination feels equally important to the task we should be doing.Modern procrastination mas-querades as productivity. We’re no longer searching for distraction by drumming pens on our desks or flicking paper footballs into a trash can, consciously avoiding 
work. Instead, the distraction is always literally at hand or in our laps with our smartphones and laptops. However, using these devices generally doesn’t seem like wasting time, quite the oppo-site, actually.We check Twitter or Facebook or Instagram to keep up with our social circles. We feel the need to catch up on our favorite shows on Netflix so that we don’t fall behind. There’s Snapchat, and Reddit, and Youtube, and Vine, and Buzzfeed, and Pinterest. and Candy Crush and whatever else constantly at our fingertips, com-peting for our time, waiting to be refreshed or viewed or played. All of these applications and websites can be entertaining and enjoyable, but it is when we put them in front of our obligations or commitments that they become a means for procrastination. I am not writing this to con-demn smartphones or laptops. I think they are fantastic tools that can certainly help us be produc-tive provided they are used prop-erly. Sites like the ones I men-tioned above can be addicting and even appear essential in our lives. Phones can simultaneously be the drug and the enabler. They help us pass the time, thereby enabling our procrastination. I’m not criti-cizing the technology, just the mis-use or overuse of it. Moderation matters.I must admit to my hypocrisy, because I am one of the worst offenders of procrastination by 
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Using the lens of a feminist
Cartwright’s committee on curriculum: “Please take your chairs”
If you’ve ever done any-thing remotely creative or slight-ly wrong at Lawrence, you’ve probably encountered one of our university’s many commit-tees. We have the Committee on Instruction, the Sub-Committee on University Administration, the Honor Council, the Judicial Board, SHARB, LUCC, the Committee on Public Occasions, ad-hoc commit-tees under the President, (this is by no means an exhaustive list) and the one that provides its name to this column: the Faculty Committee on Curriculum.These committees keep 
Lawrence moving. They make decisions for the future, pro-vide strategy for our university, and deal with problems as they arise. Committees also afford our community some selective democracy; in other words, fac-ulty and students make decisions collaboratively and by majority. But if you’ve ever received deci-sions from a committee that you disagreed with, you’ve probably asked yourself: Who’s really in charge?For this column, make no mistake about whose opinion you’re reading—regardless of who shows up or is quoted, I am the writer, and thus you’ll have to decide whether you agree with my non-democratized point of view. As I return to The Lawrentian for the first time since I left its editor-
ship last Winter, I aim to write about a topic which has been too little discussed in our weekly newspaper in recent years.  Curriculum—i.e. our cours-es, majors, special programs and lectures—is the undercurrent of what makes Lawrence a dynamic institution for its students. In a U.S. News article about Lawrence released last Wednesday, Sept. 18, the first aspect of the university noted was the quality of our music curriculum. For incoming fresh-men, the first real opportunity to be a Lawrence student is to reg-ister early for classes. And yet, as a senior, the question I often ask myself is, What makes our cur-riculum the way it is?To answer this, we should turn to one of this week’s com-mittee members—the Lawrence 
University Course Catalog. I don’t blame you if this name is new to you. I asked ten random students to describe the Course Catalog, and only three gave me a correct answer. Yes, it is a massive PDF hidden within the Registrar sec-tion of Lawrence’s website, and yes, it is a bit obsolete since all the information can be found in other, more accessible areas of the Lawrence website. However, if you are a current student and you have never taken a look, you’ll find it’s pretty difficult to talk about curriculum intelligently without a brief skim through it.For example, students and faculty often describe a subtle barrier between the Conservatory and the College. We complain that rigor is different on the two sides, that students are disadvantaged 
depending on the degree choice and that, often, the culture of our dual institution is split by College Ave. However, I believe these com-plaints are a matter of not paying attention to our friend, the Course Catalog.On page 27, it states: “The Bachelor of Arts degree […] is designed to promote the breadth of study central to a liberal arts education […] and the develop-ment of skills essential for suc-cess in any discipline or profes-sion.” Two pages later, it provides similarly placed description of a Bachelor of Music: “The B.M. is a professional degree…devoted to the study of music” with addi-tional requirements like GERs and Freshman Studies. 
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LUCC Update
District Representative applications are due TODAY at 
either the Campus Life Office or LUCC mailbox on the 4th 
floor of Warch Campus Center.
Feel free to share your thoughts and concerns about what you thought of 
LUCC this year by emailing LUCC@lawrence.edu.
Get more information about forms, deadlines, and current announcements 
by visiting the LUCC page on the Lawrence website!
Visit us at http://www.lawrence.edu/students/student_life/lucc
Like our Facebook page for updates and more information - Lawrence 
University Community Council!
We hope your Fall term is off to a great start!
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for their femaleness. Therefore, women have more incentive to perfect themselves while men can be content with their own medi-ocrity.As long as women receive unequal treatment, men also have an unequal experience. Existing 
in a sexist—or racist or clas-sist—system denies everyone involved his or her true humanity. Feminism is the one of the means of identifying and overcoming that inequality.Ultimately, labels are extra-neous. You do not need to identify as a feminist if it truly makes you uncomfortable, but never delude yourself into believing we live in an equal world.
Look for unbalanced por-trayals and expectations of men and women, at school and in the media, and then refuse to let them function in your own mind, unchecked. So much needs to change before women have the same standing as men, but gender equality will never come about while we think in terms of sexism.
Feminist
continued from page 11
smartphone. I worry that this problem will have greater con-sequences as time goes by. Long term goals and career aspirations appear far away and thus seem 
like they can be put off until some unspecified time, but I’m begin-ning to realize that things don’t get done or don’t get done prop-erly unless you start on them now. Procrastination might be more serious than we think. The ramifications aren’t limited to a poor grade on a paper because you put it off for too long. It could 
mean looking back in 40 years and thinking about the things you just never got around to accom-plishing. I think this may be the best way to combat procrastina-tion—reminding ourselves daily of the finite nature of life. In other words: you only live once. I guess what I’m trying to say is #yolo.
Trettin
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Copy Editor   
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EMAIL BY SEPT. 29
Open Office Hours 
with 
President Mark 
Burstein
Thursday, September 26
10 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
Sampson House
 
Drop by to spend a few minutes 
sharing your student experience,
thoughts, ideas, questions and suggestions 
for improving Lawrence
or just getting to know President Burstein.
First-come, first served—brief meetings 
where no appointment is necessary!
